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(chorus) 
Now I dont where I'm going 
But I know where I've been 
I went from havin a little, To havin a lot 
I came from the bottom; now, I'm standing on top 

(Johny Richter) 
Somtimes I lay awake at night and tryin to figure It out 
Is my life going north, or is it heading south 
I'm walking a fence between wrong and right 
Tryin to keep a level head and keep my goals in Sight 
Its hard as hell in this world today 
Friends I've known for many years started acting
Strange 
Things I cared about before, seemed to fade away 
And all I'm left is the question "is this gonna Change?" 

When is this train gonna get back on track 
When am I even gonna care about that 
Why am I the one, whose always dealt the bad cards 
Took the easy road so long, and now my lifes hard 

Still I try to make it work out for the best 
And I know i've gotta clean up all this mess 
If i knew when i started, where this all would end 
I think I'd prolly do it all over again 

(chorus) 
Now I dont where I'm going 
But I know where I've been 
I went from havin a little, To havin a lot 
I came from the bottom; now, I'm standing on top 

Now I don't know where I'm going 
But I know where I've been 
I've seen some people cry cause loved one's die 
I've looked in people's eyes and told some lies(where,
where, where will it go, where will it go from
here?)Repeat 2X 

(D-Loc) 
Skies are blue and the trees are grand 
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Going to the place where life froze in between 
The beautiful hills mountains and streams 
The Mans country with my women living free 

Stay on my path follow my road 
Do all the right things to achieve my goals 
Perusing my dream in life I lead 
Become who I want when I want anytime I please 
I no where I'm going 
If I keep it on track 
Just stay on my line only time will tell 
I pray to the one over looking my trail 

(chorus) 
Now I don't know where I'm going 
But I know where I've been 
I've seen some people cry cause loved one's die 
I've looked in people's eyes and told some lies(where,
where, where will it go, where will it go from
here?)Repeat 2X 

[Daddy X] 
I've been criticized 
For speaking my mind 
Been baptized in lies 
Given bad advice 
Here's a word to the wise 
Never compromise 
Watch your back 
As you watch your ends multiply 
Look a man in his eyes 
And never ever say die 
Keep your eye on the prize 
And you'll stay on the rise 
I'm a king world wide 
And I'm going to stay on the ground 
I've been behind the glass but I always rebound 
Outlet quick live life in the fast lane 
Inbound Outbound my stride don't change 
Stay true to myself cause I created this game 
I got the whole world jumpin like the house of pain
(jump) 

[Chorus x2] 

Where are we going and (where it end) [x11]
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